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A MESSAGE
FROM OUR
ACADEMIC DIRECTORS

At SHMS Swiss Hotel Management School – IHTTI School
of Hotel Management (SHMS – IHTTI), we are very pleased
to unite the best from both of our worlds to offer you a
remarkable educational experience. With several decades
of combined experience, coupled with innovative and
inspiring programmes and industry-experienced lecturers,
students will graduate ready to succeed in the competitive
and rapidly changing world of hospitality management.
Our students are hosted on two campuses: Caux and
Leysin. The opportunity to discover the world of hospitality
in two former palace hotels offers an exceptional learning
environment for students. With SHMS Swiss Hotel
Management School recognised as an Apple Distinguished
School, 21st century technology is blended seamlessly
within these traditional surroundings to provide students
excellence in education.

Our Bachelor’s degree now has 3 clear pathways to
give you more options. The Hospitality and Hospitality
& Events Management pathways are offered by SHMS
Swiss Hotel Management School. The Hospitality & Design
Management pathway is offered by IHTTI School of Hotel
Management, the only Hospitality School in the world to
be accredited by the Chartered Society of Designers.
Collaborative learning is a leading educational approach
at SHMS – IHTTI, where students will share certain
classes and work together on major events and banquets
throughout the academic year. Additionally, leading
industry partnerships ensure that courses are relevant to
fully prepare students for their internships and beyond.
Our 2019/2020 Academic year is lining up to be the most
exciting one yet and we look forward to you joining us!

JEROEN GREVEN & JACO VON WIELLIGH
Co-Academic Directors
SHMS Swiss Hotel Management School –
IHTTI School of Hotel Management
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INTRODUCING
IHTTI SCHOOL OF
HOTEL MANAGEMENT

DESIGN-STYLE HOTEL SCHOOL

INTERNATIONAL CAREER OPTIONS

IHTTI is an intimate, design-style school, where the emphasis
is on students’ personal and professional development.
IHTTI prides itself on the personal attention offered to each
student, small class sizes and family-oriented approach.

With a focus on studies which facilitate the development
of hospitality managers, IHTTI students graduate ready
for work in the corporate environment. Their attention to
detail combined with exceptional customer service skills are
applicable to a vast range of management positions in:

THE IMPORTANCE OF DESIGN AND LUXURY IN
THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
IHTTI graduates respond to a demand for multi-skilled
managers with an eye for detail and a keen interest in
facilities design. Closely associated with the hotel sector,
the luxury goods industry and retail distribution are of
growing importance, in particular among four and five-star
hotels. Hoteliers and luxury brand managers are working
together to capitalise on the synergies created between
their products and IHTTI students learn the concepts of
luxury brand management.

DESIGN

MANAGEMENT

• Project Management
• Hotel Design
• Interior Design
• Luxury Brand Management
• Retail Management of
Luxury Brands
• Innovation
• Concept Design

• Corporate Headquarters
• General Management
• Human Resources
• Public Relations
• Sales and Marketing

HOTEL OPERATIONS
• Banquets and Conferences
• Food and Beverage
Management
• Front Office
• Housekeeping
• Restaurant Management

FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES
• Opening own Hotel or
Restaurant
• Catering
• Consulting
• Education
• Event Management
• Finance
• Information Technology
• Non-profit Organisations
• Real Estate
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WHY STUDY IN
SWITZERLAND?

Switzerland offers you the very best in education and
lifestyle. It is the ideal place for international students,
renowned for its high quality of life, its central European
location and its reputation as the birthplace of hospitality.
IN THE HEART OF EUROPE
Tourism, hospitality and service are very important
economic activities in Switzerland. The transport and
tourism infrastructure in Switzerland is amongst the best in
the world making it very comfortable to travel around the
country. Major Swiss cities are located within an easy one to
three-hour journey by train, car or boat. Centrally situated
in Europe, Switzerland gives you the opportunity to visit and
experience other European cities, such as Paris, London and
Milan!
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SWISS QUALITY OF LIFE
Switzerland is an extremely safe country with a high
standard of living. Not only renowned for chocolate, cheese,
private banking and luxury watchmaking; its natural beauty,
cultural and linguistic diversity, and the Swiss reputation for
excellence and professionalism, all add to its attributes.
THE BIRTHPLACE OF HOSPITALITY
Switzerland’s reputation as the birthplace of hospitality
was established over one hundred years ago when the
first palace-style hotels were built. Today, these traditions
continue and graduates of a Swiss curriculum are highly
respected for their ability to function and manage in the
competitive international hospitality environment.

IS IHTTI SCHOOL OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT A
GOOD MATCH FOR ME?
Are you passionate about helping others? Do you appreciate
the influence of aesthetics on the customer experience?
A career in the hospitality industry spans far and wide,
ranging from managing global luxury brands to founding
small local businesses. A design-focused hospitality degree
lets you explore a variety of career paths, including setting
up your own entrepreneurial venture, while embracing the
importance of design.
Our Dual Bachelor’s degree is offered in partnership with
the University of Derby, UK, while both Bachelor’s and
Master’s degrees are accredited by the Chartered Society
of Designers, providing you with an additional competitive
advantage in the eyes of future employers and clients.
We offer a unique study experience thanks to a diverse
student body, state-of-the-art teaching facilities and a
dedicated design studio.
At IHTTI, we strive to provide a family atmosphere where
everyone feels at home. We know all our students by name
and take great pleasure in watching them grow and develop
both professionally and personally.
A BACHELOR’S CANDIDATE WILL:
• Learn to apply design thinking throughout their career
• Be looking for a personable, international environment
to grow and thrive in
• Be innovative and a fan of aesthetics and good service
• Supplement theoretical knowledge of hospitality
operations and design with work on real-life projects
A MASTER’S CANDIDATE WILL:
• Have a passion for innovation, creativity and design
• Be seeking to advance their career in hospitality with
a specific focus on hotel design and luxury brand
management
• Follow a programme created in collaboration with high
profile industry leaders
• Be looking to acquire analytical skills, critical evaluation
and executive leadership skills

A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR HOSPITALITY CAREERS
RECENT STUDIES BY THE WORLD TOURISM ORGANISATION SHOW THAT THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY IS THE WORLD’S
LARGEST EMPLOYER WORLDWIDE HIRING ONE IN 11 WORKERS AND THIS NUMBER IS SET TO GROW WITH THE CONTINUED
EXPANSION OF THE SECTOR.
FIGURES FROM WWW.UNWTO.ORG
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SHARED
CAMPUS

SWISS HOTEL MANAGEMENT SCHOOL AND IHTTI SCHOOL OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT STUDENTS ARE FORTUNATE
TO SHARE BOTH CAMPUSES. CAUX CAMPUS HOUSES FIRST AND SECOND-YEAR STUDENTS, WHILE LEYSIN CAMPUS HOUSES
THIRD-YEAR AND MASTER STUDENTS.
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Bachelor students choose from one of three pathways:
Hospitality and Hospitality & Events are offered by SHMS
Swiss Hotel Management School while the Hospitality
& Design option is provided by IHTTI School of Hotel
Management.
This allows for a collaborative learning experience, with
regular shared classes and combined accommodation, and
ensures that each student experiences an international
beautiful surroundings while benefitting from personalised
attention.
Students have access to a wide range of activities
throughout the year, including cultural excursions and
winter and summer sports.
As each school focuses on different hospitality
specialisations, this creates an ideal environment for
students to experience a real-world hospitality setting
and collaborate regularly on student events and banquets
throughout the year.
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YOUR
EDUCATIONAL
JOURNEY
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
The combination of study, in all aspects of hotel
management, and practical training in operational
areas offers you an education that is truly unique,
preparing you for an exciting career in the growing
hospitality industry.

FOCUS ON HOSPITALITY DESIGN AND SERVICE
IHTTI School of Hotel Management has a dedicated
design studio where you will learn the principles of
interior design in order to personalise and transform
the look and feel of a space. You will be challenged
to transform a room to create a specific environment,
taking into consideration the clients’ needs and
project constraints.
Through the design modules in relation to the hospitality
industry, you will develop your appreciation of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decorating
Space and flow
Sound and light
Functionality and sustainability
Interior design
Software (AutoCAD, Sketch-up, V-Ray, Revit,
Adobe Photoshop)
Mood boards to portray design ideas
Innovations
Project management
Hotel design
Restaurant design
Branding

ACADEMIC FACILITIES
The teaching facilities are state-of-the-art and include
air-conditioned classrooms, a modern training
restaurant and a design studio to immerse yourself
in the latest trends and innovations of the hospitality
industry. Group study rooms and a well-equipped
academic library stocked with up-to-date resources are
at your disposal. In the final semester of the Bachelor
programme you will have access to the University of
Derby’s library and online database system.
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BACHELOR’S DEGREE PROGRAMME

MASTER’S PROGRAMME

The curricula develop competencies of students
wishing to pursue careers in hotel, branding,
luxury and design management. The programme
supplements theory with real-life projects and equips
students with design-centred skills and leadership
qualities to enhance their future employability.

The Master’s programme is designed for university
graduates or candidates with extensive work
experience who are seeking to advance their career
in the hospitality industry with specific focus on hotel
design and luxury brand management.

YEAR 1

5 MONTHS

Semester 1 (5 months)

Semester 1

Food and beverage management

Hotel operations and design

Worldwide internship (local conditions apply)
or paid in Switzerland* (6 months)

6 MONTHS

*Minimum gross monthly salary in Switzerland: CHF 2,212.-

Worldwide internship (local conditions apply)
or paid in Switzerland* (4-6 months)

Swiss Certificate
in Food & Beverage Studies

*Minimum gross monthly salary in Switzerland: CHF 2,212.-

Postgraduate Diploma in International
Hotel & Design Management

YEAR 2

Semester 2 (5 months)

5 MONTHS

Hotel operations and design

Semester 2

Worldwide internship (local conditions apply)
or paid in Switzerland* (6 months)

Luxury business and design project

*Minimum gross monthly salary in Switzerland: CHF 2,212.-

6 MONTHS

Swiss Diploma in International
Hotel Operations Management

Worldwide internship (local conditions apply)
or paid in Switzerland* (4-6 months)

YEAR 3

*Minimum gross monthly salary in Switzerland: CHF 2,212.–

Master of International Business
in Hotel & Design Management

Semester 3 (5 months)
Luxury and brand management

IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS ENGLISH COMMUNICATION

Swiss Higher Diploma in
International Hotel &
Design Management

The English Foundation Programme, offered by Swiss
Education Group, is an ideal way to strengthen
your English language skills before commencing
your academic studies at IHTTI. The length of the
programme depends on your personal English level
and motivation, with the objective of achieving the
required score to enter your hospitality programme.

Semester 4 (5 months)
Project management and design

Dissertation/
Integrated project (6 weeks)
On or off campus

Swiss IHTTI and British Bachelor
of Arts (Honours) in International Hospitality
& Design Management
FROM CONCEPT TO CREATION: DESIGNING YOUR FUTURE IN HOSPITALITY
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BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALITY
AND DESIGN MANAGEMENT
Throughout the programme you will develop your
knowledge and practical skills of hotel design and
luxury brand management, along with expertise in
traditional hotel management. Courses focus on
innovative solutions, using design thinking processes
to create experiences. Furthermore, student leadership
potential is developed in order to exceed customer
expectations and prepare students for success in
different industries.
During their studies, the students engage in a variety
of real-life projects, with the key emphasize on people,
business and design, fostering their competencies in
developing concepts, product branding, feasibility
studies, business plans, project management and
designing hotels. The final year integrated capstone
project is delivered on campus for 18 weeks and then
finalized with either a six-week on campus or distance
learning option, in both cases with a strong support
from an allocated supervisor.
In conjunction with our industry partners, as well as
accreditation from the Chartered Society of Designers,
the Bachelor of Arts will provide you with an extensive
education in preparation for your career ambitions.
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BACHELOR OF ARTS FIND YOUR SPECIALISATION:

Year 1 / Semester 1
Food & Beverage
Management

Year 2 / Semester 2:

Year 2 / Semester 2

Hospitality
Management

Hospitality & Design
Management

Year 3 / Semester 3+4:

Year 3 / Semester 3+4:

Year 3 / Semester 3+4

Hospitality
Management

Hospitality & Events
Management

Hospitality & Design
Management

Bachelor of Arts in
International Hospitality
Management

Bachelor of Arts in
International Hospitality &
Events Management

Bachelor of Arts in
International Hospitality &
Design Management

To discover the Hospitality/Hospitality and Events pathways, please visit: shms.com.
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YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

Semester 1 (18 weeks)

Semester 2 (18 weeks)

Semester 3 (18 weeks)

• Food & Beverage Production
and Service Theory

• Management Principles
• Financial Accounting

• Human Resources
Management

• Food & Beverage Service
Practice

• Business Communication

• Managerial Accounting

• Housekeeping Management

• Marketing Management

• Front Office Management and
Concierge Services

• MICE for Events & Logistics

• Food & Beverage Production
Practice
• Food & Beverage Management
• Food & Beverage Experience &
Interior Design
• Wine & Bar
• Hospitality Studies
• Accounting Principles
• Academic Communications
and Web Design
• Personal Development

• Hotel Information Systems

• Retail Management of Luxury
Brands

• Marketing and Branding

• Product & Brand Management

• Events Management

• Food & Beverage Outlet Design

• French, German, Spanish or
Mandarin

• Hospitality Facilities
Management & Design

Hospitality and Design Pathway
Electives:
• Interior Design II

• The Art of Employability

• Visual Technology

• French, German, Spanish or
Mandarin

Worldwide internship
(local conditions apply)
or paid in Switzerland* (6 months)
Minimum gross monthly salary in

Worldwide internship
(local conditions apply)
or paid in Switzerland* (6 months)
Minimum gross monthly salary in
Switzerland: CHF 2,212.-

Switzerland: CHF 2,212.-

Swiss Diploma in International
Hotel Operations Management

Swiss Certificate
in Food & Beverage Studies

• Interior Design III
• AutoCAD
• French, German, Spanish or
Mandarin

Swiss Higher Diploma
in International Hotel &
Design Management
Semester 4 (18 weeks)
• Human Resources
Management & Business
Strategy
• Delivering Added Value
• Project Management
• Small Business Development &
Entrepreneurship
• Consumer Intelligence
Management
• Innovations in Design &
Technology

Independent Study/Integrated
Business Project
(6 weeks)
Independent work on a project
of your choice on or off campus

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in
International Hospitality and
Design Management awarded by
University of Derby, U.K.

Please note, students may choose to undertake their studies in a different order to the one
displayed, on the condition that all credits and internship requirements are fulfilled before
graduation. Please contact your local representative to enquire about your specific case.
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Bachelor of Arts in International
Hospitality and Design Management
awarded by IHTTI School of Hotel
Management

FROM CONCEPT TO CREATION: DESIGNING YOUR FUTURE IN HOSPITALITY
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MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS IN HOTEL AND DESIGN
MANAGEMENT
The Master of International Business in Hotel and Design Management is a professional master’s designed for graduates who
aim to accelerate their career by gaining advanced knowledge of theoretical and applied topics in the spheres of luxury, hotel
design and executive leadership. Through the programme, you will acquire skills in analysis, critical evaluation, professional
application and gain the ability to solve problems rigorously and independently. The Master programme has been designed
in consultation with the industry and is endorsed by IHTTI’s industry partners.

HOTEL AND DESIGN MANAGEMENT

HOTEL DESIGN AND LUXURY
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

SEMESTER 1 (18 weeks)

SEMESTER 2 (18 weeks)

• Food & Beverage Service
Practice & Supervision

• International Luxury Business
Management

• Food & Beverage
Management

• Strategic Customer
Relation Management

• Food & Beverage Theory &
Menu Planning

• Applied Corporate Finance
for Hotel Managers

• Housekeeping Management

• Project Management

• Front Office & Rooms
Division Management &
Concierge Services

• Executive Professional
Development

• Hotel Information Systems

• Interior Design Management

• Interior Design

• AutoCAD

• Visual Technology

• Facility Development &
Design

• Professional Development:
Communication & Web
Design
• Managerial Accounting
(AH&LA)
• Human Resources &
Management Principles
• Marketing Management for
the Service Industry
• French, German, Spanish or
Mandarin

Worldwide internship
(local conditions apply)
or paid in Switzerland* (4-6 months)
Minimum gross monthly salary in
Switzerland: CHF 2,212.-

Postgraduate Diploma in
International Hotel & Design
Management
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• Virtual Design Construction

• New Venture Design Project
• French, German, Spanish or
Mandarin (optional)

Worldwide internship
(local conditions apply)
or paid in Switzerland* (4-6 months)
Minimum gross monthly salary in
Switzerland: CHF 2,212.-

Master of International
Business in Hotel & Design
Management
Direct entries are accepted into
semester 2 of the programme for
graduates who hold a Bachelor Degree
in Hotel Management (or related
discipline) and have a minimum of
four months work experience.

ACADEMIC
PARTNERSHIPS

INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED
The Bachelor of Arts Honours degree in International
Hospitality and Design Management is awarded in
collaboration with IHTTI’s academic partner, University
of Derby, and fully recognised by the Quality Assurance
Agency (QAA), the governing body for higher education in
the United Kingdom.

ACCREDITED BY THE CHARTERED SOCIETY OF DESIGNERS
The Chartered Society of Designers is an internationally
recognised body for the design profession, providing
support and guidance for designers at every stage of their
career ‘from learning to earning’. With this accreditation,
IHTTI students immediately become members of the
Chartered Society of Designers. This membership signals to
clients, employers and others in the design sector that our
students have been recognised by the professional body as
practicing to the highest standards.

THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE IN TOURISM AND
HOSPITALITY EDUCATION (THE-ICE)
The ICE is an international accreditation organisation that is
dedicated to the recognition, benchmarking, development
and promotion of quality programmes in tourism, hospitality,
events and culinary arts (TH&E) education, training and
research.

FROM CONCEPT TO CREATION: DESIGNING YOUR FUTURE IN HOSPITALITY
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QUALITY OF EDUCATION CERTIFIED
EduQua ensures the quality of educational institutions by
setting standards and supports quality improvements in its
certified institutions.

AMERICAN HOTEL & LODGING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE (AHLEI)
Founded in 1953 to provide working hospitality professionals
with education and training. AHLEI continues to meet the
needs of the industry with a variety of hospitality solutions,
including online learning, professional certification, and
resources for high schools, colleges, and workforce agencies.
While studying for the Higher Diploma programme you can
also apply for certification.

EUROCHRIE MEMBERSHIP
The European Council on Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional
Education is the official federation for Europe, the
Mediterranean Basin and Africa of International CHRIE, the
leading international organisation that supports education
and training for the world’s largest industry.
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BRINGING THE INDUSTRY
TO THE CLASSROOM

The innovative programme in hospitality and design offered
at IHTTI is supported by HBA/Hirsch Bedner, the world’s
leading hospitality design firm and John Paul, the world’s
premier provider of global concierge services.
HBA work internationally and their realisations include: the
Hyatt Regency in Cologne, the St Regis Grand in Rome,
the Park Hyatt in Johannesburg, the Mandarin Oriental in
New York and The Ritz-Carlton in New Orleans. Thanks to
workshop sessions, you will acquire the fundamentals of
interior decorating from the internationally experienced
staff of HBA.
During your studies, you will have the opportunity to learn
concierge services and management of VIPs from the
world’s premier provider of global concierge services and
solutions, John Paul. A company professional, with firsthand experience, will lecture at IHTTI over a two-week
period.

FROM CONCEPT TO CREATION: DESIGNING YOUR FUTURE IN HOSPITALITY
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We also have partnerships with the following high-profile
industry leaders who offer lectures, project collaboration
possibilities and design opportunities to IHTTI students:
Alessi, the Italian factory of design specialised in creating
designer products in the kitchen and dining, bar and wine
and accessories categories, share their international industry
experience with our students through field visits to Alessi
factory and real-life projects.
Trolle combines its Italian design heritage with Swiss
precision and R & D to create bespoke airline trolley designs
for a variety of industrial and private applications. You will
have a chance to be involved in a hospitality design project
with Trolle as part of the Bachelor’s curriculum.
You will learn about creating vibrant, fresh and stimulating
environments through collaboration on exciting hospitality
projects with Andaz, Hyatt’s luxury lifestyle boutique hotel
brand.
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CAREER & COMMUNITY

Your career is our priority!
We pave the way to the career of your dreams
Encompassing 3 main roles, our Swiss Education Group
Career Services department works hand-in-hand with each
school to offer all students a 5-star service.

MYCAREER APP
Engage in our community with our bespoke business
networking application. Exclusive to all Swiss Education
Group students, benefit from direct access to over 1,000
industry professionals and over 500 jobs available on a daily
basis.

To do this, we have established our 3 pillars:
To EMPOWER our students’ career development by
providing them with the tools to be successful
To ENHANCE the quality of each student’s search with
tailored career opportunities
To ENGAGE with members of our community (students,
parents, faculty, alumni, corporate partners) to nurture key
relationships

CAREER ADVICE
Every campus has a career management team dedicated to
providing one-on-one support to students. As creators of
opportunities, each team encourages wise career decisions
and tailors their service to each student’s uniqueness.
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INTERNATIONAL RECRUITMENT FORUM
Our twice-yearly International Recruitment Forum is exclusive
to our schools’ students. Held in Montreux, Switzerland, it
gathers industry leaders from around the world to meet,
interview and recruit our students.

GLOBAL ALUMNI
With 32 chapter presidents and more than 21,000 alumni
members, we have one of the largest hospitality alumni
networks in the world. From your first day at one of our
schools, you will be in instant contact with our successful
graduates.

INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
A successful manager needs to be able to understand
the role of every employee within an organisation; a
great way to gain this knowledge is through internship
experience. Internship periods of six months are an
integral part of the academic programme.
During your study, you will combine academic study
with hands-on experience in a real-life working
environment. Internships offer a unique opportunity
to enhance both practical and language skills, which
are highly valued in the hospitality industry.

IHTTI students can be found doing their internship in:

PAID INTERNSHIPS IN SWITZERLAND
• Grand Hotel Kempinski, Geneva
• Hotel President Wilson, Geneva
(a Luxury Collection Hotel)
• The Dolder Grand, Zurich
(A member of Design Hotels)
• Renaissance Zurich
(part of Marriott’s hotel brands)
• Swissôtel, Zurich
• Restaurant de l’Hôtel de ville,
Crissier (Michelin Star Restaurant)

WORLDWIDE INTERNSHIPS
• Le Bristol, Paris
(The Leading Hotels of the World)
• The Dorchester, London
• Fairmont St Andrews, Scotland
• The Lowell, New York
(The Leading Hotels of the World)
• John Paul, Miami
• Sandals luxury resorts, Caribbean Islands
• Cape Grace boutique hotel, Cape Town
(The Leading Hotels of the World)
• Armani Hotel, Dubai
• Conrad Maldives (part of Hilton’s hotel brands)
• Anantara luxury hotels, resorts
and spas, Thailand
• Four Seasons, Hong Kong

FROM CONCEPT TO CREATION: DESIGNING YOUR FUTURE IN HOSPITALITY
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OUR PARTNERS
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WHAT OUR ALUMNI SAY

“The application process (for my current job) was
very extensive and selective. Fortunately, being Swiss
educated and having worked in various hospitality
roles during my studies with IHTTI, gave me an upper
hand. Speaking different languages was also a plus.”
PHILIP SHUM (JAMAICA)
Royal Genie, Royal Caribbean Cruise Ship

“The design courses I took at IHTTI had a very big
impact on allowing me to excel in my Managementin-Training program. In fact my experience during
pre-opening was very similar to our Final Year
Integrated Project in terms of the technical aspects.“
JONATHAN KEH (CANADA)
Assistant Manager for Rooms Operations, The Sanya
EDITION, Hong Kong
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“(The highlight of my time at IHTTI) was designing
a hotel for our final project. It was about ‘fusing’
all our hospitality and design knowledge to create
something unique. As in a real-life situation at a
design agency, we received a client brief specifying
the target audience, number of floors, rooms and so
on. Within that, we were free to develop our ideas as
we wished.”
PASCALE MÜLLER (SWITZERLAND/SWEDEN)
Junior Designer at atelier zürich, Zürich

CAMPUS LIFE
IHTTI School of Hotel Management shares campuses with
Swiss Hotel Management School in Caux and Leysin.
CAUX CAMPUS
Located in the historic Caux Palace, this campus enjoys
a unique situation close to the lively city of Montreux.
As one of the first palace hotels built in Switzerland, the
Caux Palace is known as the birthplace of hospitality and is
a truly memorable place for students to study.
LEYSIN CAMPUS
This campus is housed in two former palace hotels: the
Mont-Blanc Palace and the Belvédère, linked by a Skytrain.
The campus is located directly opposite the train station
and a 5-minute walk from the town's facilities. Leysin offers
students the unforgettable experience of living in the Swiss
Alps.

ACCOMMODATION
Students of IHTTI School of Hotel Management are offered a
choice of accommodation options in both double and single
configuration. Included in a students’ fees is accommodation
in a double-standard room; a supplementary fee is payable
for all other room categories which are distributed on a
first come, first served basis and can only be confirmed on
reception of full student fees.
DOUBLE OR SINGLE STANDARD ROOMS
• Either in the main campus building or an annexe residence
within walking distance of the school
• Some rooms may have shared bathroom facilities

DOUBLE OR SINGLE DELUXE ROOMS
• Located in the main campus building
• Ensuite bathroom facilities
• Spectacular view
• Telephone

DOUBLE OR SINGLE SUPERIOR DELUXE ROOMS
(LEYSIN CAMPUS)
• Located in the main campus building
• Ensuite bathroom facilities
• Spectacular view
• Telephone
• Flat Screen
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MEALS
All meals are included in students’ fees: From Monday to
Friday, three daily meals are served and at weekends there
is a brunch buffet and dinner. Students are able to choose
from a range of dining options on each campus.
LEYSIN
• Sitio: International Buffet
• Le Mont-Blanc Palace: Fine Dining Training Restaurant
• Market Place: Cafeteria
• Concept Lab: Concept Restaurant

CAUX
• Four Seasons: International Buffet
• Le Caux-Palace: French Training Restaurant

Outside of restaurant hours, students have the possibility to
purchase snacks and meals at IHTTI’s student-run outlets.
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ACTIVITIES AND FACILITIES

SPORTS AND SPORTS CLUBS

Both campuses benefit from their own bar and nightclub,
the Grotto in Caux and Club Maxx in Leysin. There are
plenty of opportunities to relax on campus, with a variety of
activities taking place during the semester including:

Students have the possibility to enjoy a variety of sports at
each campus including:

• Themed nights
• Karaoke
• Concerts
• BBQs
• Movie nights

• Volleyball
• Basketball
• Football
• Tennis
• Skiing
• Ice-skating
• Swimming
• Hiking
• Mountain Biking
• Horse-riding
• Yoga
• Dancing
• Student Gym

Both IHTTI School of Hotel Management campuses have a
gym open exclusively to students offering the perfect place
to keep fit.
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THE BEST LEARNING &
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
DRIVE TRANSFORMATION IN
PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS!
We design learning & development
methods that organizations and
governments draw from to improve
themselves and their teams, leaders,
and business strategies. The key?
Learning to unlearn and relearn,
innovate, execute, and transform
with agility.
Switzerland’s top-ranked hotel
Management Schools have launched
Professional Business Courses and
Consulting Services under Swiss
Education Group Professional.

TO LEARN MORE VISIT:
www.swisseducationpro.com

WO U L D YO U L I KE
TO DI S C OVE R
T HE WO R L D OF
H O S P ITAL I T Y?
If you’re aged between 16 and 20 years
old, spend 2 weeks discovering the magic
behind luxury hotels.
Run every summer, in partnership with
Swiss Education Group’s hospitality
schools, live on campus and discover a
hospitality student’s life!
Language and culinary camps are also
available – please enquire for further
details.

Member of

TO LEARN MORE VISIT:
www.swisseducationacademy.com
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SWISS
EDUCATION GROUP
WE ARE YOUR SWISS ALLIANCE OF
PRIVATE HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SCHOOLS
With 5 schools based on 6 beautiful campuses across
Switzerland, we have over 6,000 students from 111
countries within our current student body.

Diploma, Bachelor and Master programmes are available at
our schools with a variety of subjects and specialisations on
offer.

Each school benefits from their unique strengths and
features, providing the perfect fit to best suit your
educational experience.

Life skills for professionals
Professional skills for life
PASSIONATE

DISCIPLINED
CREATIVE

AMBITIOUS

HUMBLE

OPEN DAYS
Open Days are organised throughout the academic year, for available dates, please visit:
www.swisseducation.com/OpenDay
For more information, please contact our Open Days team at:
visit@swisseducation.com

César Ritz
Colleges
Switzerland
Hospitality Tourism Entrepreneurship

Culinary Arts
Academy
Switzerland
Culinary Arts Entrepreneurship

HIM Hotel Institute
Montreux
Swiss Hospitality American
Business
Management

IHTTI School
of Hotel
Management
Hospitality Design
Management

SHMS Swiss Hotel
Management
School
Hospitality - F&B Events - Resort
& Wellness

IHTTI School of Hotel Management reserves the right to modify any information contained within this brochure at any given time, without prior notice.
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Open Day events for interested students and their
parents are arranged regularly. Please check the website
for dates and further information. Alternatively, IHTTI
School of Hotel Management welcomes individual visits.
Please contact visit@ihtti.com.
CONTACT

CAUX CAMPUS
Caux Palace | CH-1824 Caux | Switzerland
Tel. +41 21 962 95 55
Fax +41 21 962 99 75
LEYSIN CAMPUS
Mont-Blanc Palace | CH-1854 Leysin | Switzerland
Tel. +41 24 493 26 00
Fax +41 24 493 26 66

Member of
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